
 

 

Rent Review Consultation Feedback 

 

In April 2016 we asked you for feedback about proposed changes to your tenancy agreement.  Thank 

you to everyone who took the time to give their feedback. We received 1,477 responses. 

We identified two ways in which we could reduce our costs without affecting the services you value. 

 

1. Move from Variable to Fixed Service Charges 

83% of respondents were in favour of moving from variable service charges to fixed service charges. 

 

 

 

You told us you want value for money so more information on the level of service charge would be 

helpful. We had 523 comments which can be summed up in these quotes: 

“As my service charge seems to go up all the time for a service that doesn’t really get done properly. It 

would be good to have an affordable service charge.” 

“Provided they are fixed at a sensible, realistic level and we are not charged for services we do not 

receive.” 
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2.  Move from Weekly to Monthly Rent Payments 

 

 

 

Over 54% of customers who currently pay weekly were not in favour of monthly payments.  

We had 601 comments. You told us you want to be able to pay your rent at the same time you receive 

your pay, pension or benefit. The following quotes reflect the feedback we received: 

“I am one of the small percentage who is paid weekly and this works well for me and my family. We 

know where we are each week with all of our bills and the rent goes out on payday each week. A 

monthly option could lead to problems if unplanned bills come up and money earmarked for rent has to 

be dipped into. Weekly works for us and we would like to stay on that option.” 

“My husband gets paid weekly, so we live week to week, if it was monthly you would also want a month 

in advance too which we wouldn't be able to do that. It took as a year to get a week in advance”. 
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Payments by Monthly Direct Debit 

69% of customers who are currently not paying by monthly Direct Debit would not be prepared to pay 

this way. 

 

 

 

497 customers added a comment to their response. 

You told us that you don’t trust Direct Debit payments, as it does not give you control over your finances 

and you are concerned about problems with bank charges. 

Below are some quotes which reflect the feedback we have had: 

“My past experience with direct debits has been a bad one leading to no control over finances and then 

debit with bank charges. So I have cash payments as much as I can. Then if I don't get paid on time its 

not a problem”. 

“We don't trust direct debit, banks or companies. This is so we don't endure serious hardship for my 

kids.” 

“Please be mindful of how difficult things change might be for some tenants and look into alternative 

ways of how to support them to continue paying their rents should monthly payments cause them 

difficulty. Also not everyone has the ability to organise direct debits. It may be seen as discrimination if 

this becomes the only form of payment available”. 
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General Feedback 

376 customers gave additional feedback. The key issues were: 

 Reduce rents as soon as possible 

 Standard of services 

 Cost of services 

 Repairs 

 

What happens next? 

Stonewater’s Board will be considering the feedback received from the consultation in November. 

If the Board decides to make any changes to your tenancy we will write to you detailing how the changes 

will affect you. 

Thank-you to everyone who gave their feedback online. Each electronic response saved £2 which we 

can invest in our homes.  

You can give your feedback and join in conversations on a whole range of topics by signing up for the 

HUBB: https://thehubb.stonewater.org/  
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